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In this paper two novel strategies to automatically design an optimized mission to de-orbit up to 10 non-cooperative
objects per year are proposed, targeting the region within 800 and 1400 km altitude in LEO. The underlying idea is
to use a single servicing spacecraft to de-orbit several objects applying two different approaches.The first strategy is
analogous to the Traveling Salesman Problem: the servicing spacecraft rendezvous with multiple objects in order to
physically attach a de-orbiting kit that performs the re-entry. The second strategy is analogous to the Vehicle Routing
Problem: the servicing spacecraft rendezvous with an object, spiral it down to a lower altitude orbit, and spiral up to
the next target.
In order to maximize the number of de-orbited non-operative objects with minimum propellant consumption, an op-
timal sequence of targets is identified using a bio-inspired incremental automatic planning and scheduling discrete
optimization algorithm. The incremental planning and scheduling algorithm uses a model based on optimal low-thrust
transfer between objects. The optimization of the transfers is realized using a direct method and an analytical propa-
gator based on a first-order solution of the perturbed Keplerian motion. The analytical model takes into account the
perturbations deriving from the J2 gravitational effect and the atmospheric drag.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the space era, humankind have
put into orbit over 10,000 objects.1 Only 6% of these
are active satellite while the rest are space debris.1 The
growth of space debris population represents a collision
threat for satellite and manned spacecraft in Earth orbit.
Recent studies have concluded that regions within Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) have already reached a critical den-
sity of objects which will eventually lead to a cascading
process known as the Kessler syndrome.2 It is expected
for the LEO debris population to increase by approxi-
mately 30% in the next 200 years.1,3 The Inter-Agency
Space Debris Coordination Committee has issued guide-
lines to mitigate the growth of space debris.4 However it
has been proved that compliance with these recommen-
dations will not stop the exponential growth. Liou has
indeed proved that under the assumption that no space-
crafts are launched after December 2005 the debris pop-
ulation would still grow, driven by collision in the 900-
1000 km altitude range.5 The active removal of five to
ten large objects per year is required to stabilize the pop-
ulation.5 Since in a no-further-release scenario collisions
are the only reason for the growth of debris population
and since collision probability is a function of the object’s
cross section, large objects are the main candidate for ac-
tive removal.6 Different methods have been proposed for
the removal of debris in LEO. These can be contactless
method (Ion Beam Shepherd,7 lasers, solar concentrator8)
or based on a physical contact with the spacecraft to re-
move.
This paper focus on the design of a Active Debris Re-
moval (ADR) mission in which a single servicing space-
craft, equipped with an electric engine, removes multiple
objects from LEO, in the 800-1400 km altitude region.
Each transfer between pairs of objects is optimized in or-
der to be realized with the lowest possible propellant con-
sumption. A bio-inspired discrete decision making algo-
rithm is used to automatic identify the optimal sequence
of objects to be removed.
The paper starts with a description of the considered
ADR strategies in Section II; the selection method of tar-
gets is addressed in Section III. The discrete decision
making algorithm for the object sequence selection and
the low-thrust transfer model are described in Section IV
and V. The obtained results are presented in Section VII,
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and some final remarks concludes the paper.
II. ACTIVE DEBRIS REMOVAL STRATEGIES
In this paper, two strategies to actively remove objects
from LEO are proposed and studied. These two strategies
are the De-Orbit Kit Approach and the Spiral Down-&-Up
Approach.
In the first strategy, the De-Orbit Kit Approach, the
problem is analogous to the Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP). A servicing spacecraft (chaser) rendezvous with
multiple objects (targets) in order to physically attach to
them a de-orbiting system that performs autonomously
the re-entry.
The second strategy, the Spiral Down-&-Up Approach,
is analogous to the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). A
servicing spacecraft rendezvous with an object, grab it and
spirals down until a disposal orbit with an altitude of 300
km is reached. Once the disposal orbit is reached, the
chaser disengages with the target and spirals up to the next
target. The disposal orbit can been seen as the depot of the
typical VRP.
Figure 1 illustrates the different mission phases of the
two proposed strategies.
Fig. 1: Mission phases of the two studied ADR Strategies.
III. TARGET SELECTION
A catalog of the current objects in LEO is regularly
maintained by the North American Aerospace Defence
Command (NORAD).9 Each object in the catalogue is
identified by its Two-Line Elements (TLE) set, defining
its orbital parameters at a given epoch. For this work, TLE
of all objects characterized by perigee altitude hp > 800
km and apogee altitude ha < 1400 km are taken from
space-track.org,.10 In order to target objects more likely
to cause collision, only TLE characterized by Radar Cross
Section RCS > 1 are considered. The Radar Cross Sec-
tion is a measure of how detectable is an object with a
radar; object with RCS>1 are classified as large. 721
objects characterized by hp > 800 km, ha < 1400 and
RCS>1 are found; their distribution in term of semimajor
axis vs inclination and semimajor axis vs right ascension
Ω is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Semimajor axis, inclination and right ascension of
objects in LEO characterized by hp > 800 km, ha <
1400 and RCS>1.
The potential target objects are then further selected
based on two main criteria: the right ascension of the as-
cending node drift due to the second zonal harmonic of the
gravity J2 and the Criticality of Spacecraft Index (CSI).
11
Figure 2 shows that Ω, the Right Ascension of the As-
cending Node (RAAN), of the objects is widely spread.
Low-thrust maneuvers to change right ascension are par-
ticularly expensive and require long time when compared
to maneuvers to change other orbital elements. Ruggiero
showed that changing 1 degree of right ascension requires
10 days when using optimal thrust angle for the change
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of Ω.12 In this paper the change of Ω is done by taking
advantage of the natural rate of nodal regression due to J2
and its dependence on altitude.13 The RAAN variation of
the servicing spacecraft depends on its altitude and incli-
nation i according to:14
Ω˙ = −3
2
nJ2
(
R⊕
a(1− e2)
)2
cos i [1]
where n is the orbit’s mean motion, R⊕ the mean
Earth’s radius and a and e are the orbit’s semimajor axis
and eccentricity. The effect of a change of semimajor
axis on the variation of Ω is greater when the inclina-
tion is smaller, because of the cos i term in the previous
Equation. Let us consider a 200 km semimajor axis in-
crease from a0 = 7400 km to a1 = 7600 km. The time
spent on the orbit of semimajor axis equal to 7600 km is
T = 10 days. The resulting difference in Ω with respect
to a spacecraft that remains on the orbit of semimajor axis
a0 depends on the inclination through Equation 1
∆Ω(a0, a1, i, T ) = Ω˙(a1, i)T − Ω˙(a0, i)T [2]
The value of ∆Ω(a0, a1, i, T ) is shown in Figure 3 as
a function of the inclination and show that smaller incli-
nation orbits are more favorable for adjustment of right
ascension realized by changing the semimajor axis.
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Fig. 3: ∆Ω(a0, a1, i, T ) as a function of the inclination
A further classification of objects with low inclina-
tion is realized based on the values of the Criticality of
Spacecraft Index (CSI). The Criticality of Spacecraft In-
dex expresses the environmental criticality of objects in
Low Earth Orbit taking into account the physical charac-
teristics of a given object, its orbit and the environment
where this is located.11 Figure 4 shows the perigee and
the apogee altitudes of the 721 selected objects as a func-
tion of the inclination. It can be compared with Figure 8
in Rossi11 to see that the circled objects in Figure 4 are
among the 100 most critical object in term of CSI. These
25 objects are the ones selected for this study. Their or-
bital elements at epoch 30 May 2015 are reported in Table
5 and shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 4: Perigee and apogee altitude of objects in LEOwith
hp > 800 km, ha < 1400 and RCS>1
IV. INCREMENTAL PLANNING & SCHEDULING
The automatic planning & scheduling algorithm used
in this paper is based on single objective discrete optimi-
sation algorithm which takes inspiration from the biology
of the single cell slime mold Physarum Polycephalum.
The Physarum Polycephalum organism has been endowed
by nature with a simple but powerful heuristic that can
solve complex discrete decision making problems.15–19 In
its main vegetative state, plasmodium state, the Physarum
Polycephalum forms a network of veins called pseudopo-
dia. This network of veins spreads searching for food
sources evolving and reshaping with time to find the op-
timal shape that optimizes the energy required to feed the
organism.19 The flux on the veins varies depending on
the distance between the food source and the center of
the Physarum. For example, the shortest is the path, the
largest is the flux and viceversa.
The Physarum algorithm works modeling the discrete
decision making problems into a decision graphs where
nodes represent the possible decisions while arcs repre-
sent the cost vector associated with decisions. The mech-
anism of Physarym is analogous to the most commonly
known Ant Colony Optimization algorithm.17 The de-
cision graph is incrementally grown or explored by Vir-
tual Agents using the Physarum-based heuristic. Unlike
branch and prune algorithms that use a set of determin-
istic branching and pruning heuristics, the Physarum al-
gorithm uses probabilistic heuristics to decide to branch
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Table 1: List of selected Objects
NORAD ID a [km] e i [deg] Ω [deg] ω [deg] E [deg]
1 39012 7468.3502 0.0083 63.3824 237.3044 0.8990 359.2169
2 39016 7471.1909 0.0097 63.3825 240.6863 6.5523 353.6732
3 39015 7472.5431 0.0095 63.3828 246.1591 5.6338 354.5722
4 39011 7468.3501 0.0083 63.3835 237.2911 0.9268 359.1897
5 39013 7468.3457 0.0083 63.3851 236.4881 0.7138 359.3978
6 40113 7472.7134 0.0037 63.4023 316.5715 13.7191 346.4819
7 40110 7468.3365 0.0030 63.4026 313.7710 3.4835 356.6392
8 40114 7474.0679 0.0035 63.4027 317.0490 12.1346 348.0508
9 40111 7468.3378 0.0030 63.4036 313.9539 3.3535 356.7684
10 36417 7468.8627 0.0178 63.4045 319.3205 1.2414 136.7021
11 40109 7468.3382 0.0030 63.4048 313.0739 3.0576 357.0626
12 36418 7469.6579 0.0177 63.4050 318.8647 0.8968 90.3057
13 36415 7468.3664 0.0181 63.4057 313.6971 1.5540 358.6008
14 36413 7468.3637 0.0180 63.4064 315.3091 1.5248 358.6278
15 36414 7468.3642 0.0180 63.4079 313.8604 1.2339 358.9091
16 40340 7468.3186 0.0010 63.4084 240.6788 293.4985 66.5005
17 40343 7471.8760 0.0020 63.4093 245.3040 3.4906 356.6256
18 40342 7473.2452 0.0019 63.4096 240.8979 359.1859 0.9133
19 40339 7468.3132 0.0010 63.4097 239.8082 294.9368 65.0721
20 40338 7468.3152 0.0010 63.4108 239.8075 293.4250 66.5729
21 39243 7471.6919 0.0076 63.4150 32.8672 11.6594 348.6165
22 39240 7468.3470 0.0065 63.4154 24.7900 3.7401 356.4085
23 39244 7473.0697 0.0075 63.4156 33.7082 10.7899 349.4691
24 39239 7468.3482 0.0065 63.4158 24.7599 3.6762 356.4729
25 39241 7468.3452 0.0065 63.4170 23.8973 3.3104 356.8339
or prune a vein. To be more specific, branches are never
really pruned but the probability of selecting them falls to
almost zero. The algorithm has already been extensively
tested on a variety of known Travelling Salesman and Ve-
hicle Routing problems with good results.20–22
In order to apply the Physarum algorithm, the prob-
lem is modeled using a tree-like topology. Starting from a
dummy node, that represents the root node, each follow-
ing children nodes of the root node represent the first ser-
vicing task, and its children represent the successive ser-
vicing tasks. The decision graph is incrementally grown
with time by the virtual agents using the Physarum-based
heuristic. Each current node becomes the parent of the
following children until an End Condition is reached and
one full solution is generated. Each arc connecting a par-
ent with a a child has an associated cost evaluated making
use of the models presented in Section V.
Both ADR strategies studied in this paper have dif-
ferent End Conditions in which a possible full solution
condition have been reached. For the De-Orbit Kit strat-
egy, the End Condition is reached when the number of
installed De-orbit kits reaches a given maximum num-
ber NDeObirtKits. NDeObirtKits represents the number
of kit available on-board of the chaser to be used for
the servicing. For the Spiral Down-&-Up strategy, the
End Condition is reached when the total mission time,
ttotal mission, has reached a given maximum total mission
time, tmax mission.
In this section a brief description of the Physarum’s
mathematical model is presented, for more detailed de-
scription refer to Romero et a. 2014. The mathematical
model of Physarum consists mainly in two parts: the de-
cision network exploration and decision network growth.
The main parameters of the Physarum solver are summa-
rized in Table 2 and the complete pseudocode is provided
in Algorithm 1.
IV.i Decision network exploration
The Decision network exploration is based on the flux
through the network of Physarum veins. The flux of the
Physarum veins can be modelled as a classical Hagen-
Poiseuille flow in cylindrical ducts with variable diameter
that varies with time:17–19
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Fig. 5: Orbital elements of the selected objects.
Qij =
pir4ij
8µ
∆pij
Lij
[3]
where Qij is the flux between i and j, µ is the dynamic
viscosity, rij is the radius of the vein, Lij is the length of
the vein, and ∆pij is the pressure gradient. In this paper,
the Lij is substituted by ∆V . For a better understanding
of these parameters, they have been illustrated by means
of a simple graph in Figure 6.
The variation of the flux through the veins occurs due
to the change with time of the radii of the veins. This
change are produced mainly by two processes: 1) dilation
and 2) contraction of the veins.
The dilation of the veins is caused by the increment
of the flowing nutrients through out a vein. The dilation
process can be modelled using a monotonic function of
the flux:
d
dt
rij
∣∣∣∣
dilation
= f (Qij) [4]
On the other hand, the contraction of the veins is
Table 2: Main Setting parameters for the Physarum solver
m Linear dilation coefficient, see Eq. (4).
ρ Evaporation coefficient, see Eq. (5).
GF Growth factor
Nagents Number of virtual agents.
NGeneration Number of Generations.
pram Probability of ramification.
rini Initial Vein’s Radius.
λ Weight on ramification, see Eq. (7).
Fig. 6: A simple graph where the thicker arrows represent
higher fluxes. In this example Q12 > Q14 → P12 >
P14
caused by an evaporative effect and it can be modelled
as linear function of the radius:
d
dt
rij
∣∣∣∣
contraction
= −ρrij [5]
where ρ ∈ [0, 1] is a pre-defined evaporation coeffi-
cient.
Then, the probability associated with each vein con-
necting the node i and the node j can be computed using
a simple adjacency probability matrix based on fluxes as
follow:
Pij =
{
Qij∑
j∈Ni
Qij
if j ∈ Ni
0 if j /∈ Ni
[6]
where Ni is the set of neighbouring veins to a node i.
IV.ii Growth of the Decision Network
The incremental growth of the decision network is
based on a weighted roulette. At every node of the tree,
each virtual agent can generate a new branch or move
along an existing one. At each node, the virtual agent
has a probability pram of ramification towards new nodes
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Algorithm 1 Incremental Physarum Solver
1: initializem, ρ, GF , Nagents, pram, λ
2: for each generation do
3: for each virtual agent do
4: if EndConditoin = true then
5: Create a new full solution from the current
node.
6: continue
7: end if
8: if ν ∈ U(0, 1) ≤ pram then
9: using Eq. (7) create a new decision path,
building missing links and nodes
10: else
11: move on existing graph using Eq. (6).
12: end if
13: end for
14: contract and dilate veins using Eqs. (4), (5)
15: if rij exceeds upper radius limit then
16: block radius increment
17: end if
18: update fluxes and probabilities using Eqs. (3), (6)
19: if restart condition then
20: update veins’ radii
21: update fluxes and probabilities using Eqs. (3),
(6)
22: end if
23: end for
that are not yet linked with the current one. On line 5 of
Algorithm 1, a random number v is drawn from a uniform
distribution U(0, 1) and the condition v < pram is veri-
fied. Assuming that the agent is at node i, if ramification
is the choice, the virtual agent evaluates the set of possible
new branches and assigns a probability pij of construct-
ing a new link from the current node i to a new possible
node j ∈ N¯i, where N¯i is the set of unlinked nodes (for
example nodes 3 and 4 in Figure 7), according to:
pij ∝
1
Lλij
[7]
where λ is a pre-defined weight exponent. Figure 7
illustrates the concept of possible ramification where dot-
ted lines represent feasible branches not yet existing. If
a virtual agent is at node 1, it has a probability pram of
ramification towards the unlinked nodes 3 and 4. If the
virtual agent decides to create a new link, a new node is
selected according to Equation 7, see line 6 of Algorithm
1.
If a set of linked nodes is available, the virtual agent
can decide, with probability 1− pram, to traverse the ex-
isting branches in the neighbourhoodNi (see line 8 of Al-
gorithm 1). In the case illustrated in Figure 7 when virtual
agent is at node 1, it can explore the already linked nodes
2 or create new links to the unlinked nodes 3 and 4.
Fig. 7: A simple graph illustrating the ramification to-
wards a new node
IV.iii Problem Transcription
As introduced in Section II, the two proposed ADR
strategies are analogous to the typical TSP and VRP. In
particular, the De-Orbit Kit strategy is equivalent to the
TSP where the goal is to minimize the total distance cov-
ered, with the constraint than visiting every town/node
once and only once. In this strategy, the goal is to
minimize the total ∆V of conducting all the servicing
tasks/node only one. In contrast with the regular TSP,
where the cost of the arc/link between nodes is constant,
in this case, the cost of the arc depends on the the mass of
the chaser, and this varies with time due to the reduction
of propellant mass, and particularly, due to the reduction
of number of de-orbit kits on-board. In order to formu-
late the problem, other features in addition to the classical
TSP ones have been added:
- Only n tasks among Ss are performed. n depends
on the number of de-orbit kits available on-board the
chaser.
- There is a local duration constrain on the transfers
time between tasks, ToFmin and ToFmax
- There is a minimum waiting time at each task. This
waiting time is basically the time required to per-
formed the servicing, tservicing
On the other hand, the Spiral Down-&-Up strategy is
equivalent to the VRP, where after one service, the vehicle
(the chaser in our case) has to return to the depot (the dis-
posal orbit) before proceeding with another service. Sim-
ilar to the TSP, the goal of the VRP is to minimize the
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total distance covered and to conduct every task once and
only once. The following features have been added to the
traditional VRP:
- There is a global duration constrain on the total mis-
sion time, ttotal mission < tmax mission
- There is a local duration constrain on the transfers
time between tasks, ToFmin and ToFmax
As stated previously in this section, the decision graph
is incrementally grown by the virtual agents where each
node of the of the graph represents a decision. Each of
the nodes are connected by arcs, and these arcs have an
associated cost, evaluated making use of the model pre-
sented in Section V. This cost is the∆V associated to the
transfer between targets. In the Physarum algorithm, the
variable Lij in Equations 3 and 7 is replaced by ∆V .
In addition to the waiting time (servicing time) at each
node in the TSP, another waiting time has to be added.
This additional time is due to the trajectory phasing and is
associated with each arc. This waiting time is computed
at the same time the arc is evaluated and then added to the
departure node. The procedure to compute the phasing
waiting time is presented in Section V. The phasing wait-
ing time is not only computed in both the TSP and VRP
problem.
V. LOW THRUST TRANSFER MODEL
In this section the optimization method used to com-
pute the ∆V and time of flight required for the TSP and
VRP transfers is described.
V.i Debris Dynamical Model
The debris orbital evolution is generally defined by
means of TLE and SGP4 propagator.23 In this work TLE
data are only used to get initial mean elements at epoch t0
and the state of the objects is propagated considering only
J2 perturbations, since drag is not relevant at the consid-
ered altitude.
For each object, therefore, a, e and i are assumed to be
constants while Ω and ω change according to:14
Ω(t) = Ω(t0)− 3
2
n¯J2
(
R⊕
p
)2
cos i(t− t0) [8]
ω(t) = ω(t0) +
3
2
n¯J2
(
2− 5
2
sin2 i
)2
(t− t0) [9]
where
n¯ = n
[
1 +
3
2
J2
(
R⊕
p
)2√
1− e2
(
1− 3
2
sin2 i
)]
[10]
V.ii Time Independence of the Transfers
The rate of change of Ω and ω due to J2 is different for
each selected object and depend on the orbital elements
of the specific objects. In the transfer from object A to
object B the servicing spacecraft has to correct Ω and ω
by an amount:
∆Ω(t0, T oF ) = ΩB(t0 + ToF )− ΩA(t0) [11]
∆ω(t0, T oF ) = ωB(t0 + ToF )− ωA(t0) [12]
Different rate of change of Ω and ω for the two objects
Di and Di+1 could result in different values of ∆Ω and
∆ω when transferring from one object to another at dif-
ferent epoch. If this was to be the case, transfer realized
at different starting epoch would be characterized by dif-
ferent ∆V . In this section it is shown that, over an arc
of time of two years, ∆Ω and ∆ω for each combinations
of objects changes only by a small amount. Therefore the
independence of the transfers on the initial epoch can be
assumed.
To show this, the following quantities are computed for
each combinations of two objects A and B:
(13)
∆ΩAB(t0, t2y) = [ΩA(t0 + T2y)−ΩB(t0 + T2y)]
− [ΩA(t0)− ΩB(t0)]
(14)
∆ωAB(t0, t2y) = [ωA(t0 + T2y)− ωB(t0 + T2y)]
− [ωA(t0)− ωB(t0)]
where t0 is the considered epoch and T2y = 2 years.
Results are shown in Figure 8 for all the 600 combina-
tions of transfers resulting from the 25 selected objects.
It is possible to see that the variations in ∆Ω and ∆ω are
limited to less than 8 degrees over two years, and can be
considered negligible for the resulting ∆V of each trans-
fer. Transfer between objects have therefore been com-
puted considering always t0 as initial epoch.
V.iii Transfer Model
The transfer are optimized in order to reduce the pro-
pellant consumption, or ∆V , required to realize them.
The acceleration applied by the low-thrust engine over the
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Fig. 8
two thrust arcs can be expressed, in a radial-transverse-
normal reference frame as:

ar = ε cosβ cosα
aθ = ε cosβ sinα
ah = ε sinβ
[15]
where ε is the acceleration, α is the in-plane azimuth
angle and β is the out-of-plane elevation angle.
Each orbit revolution of the servicing spacecraft is di-
vided into four sectors: two thrust arcs (at perigee and
apogee) and two coast arcs. In order to consider situations
in which thrusting at perigee and apogee could not be the
optimal choice, a possible shift of the center of the perigee
thrust arc with respect to the perigee itself is considered.
The control variables to optimize are:
- dLp, amplitude of the perigee thrust arc;
- αp, azimuth angle of the thrust vector during the
perigee thrust arc;
- βp, elevation angle of the thrust vector during the
perigee thrust arc;
- η, angle defining the shift of the first thrust arc
(perigee thrust arc) with respect to the perigee;
- dLa, amplitude of the apogee thrust arc;
- αa, azimuth angle of the thrust vector during the
apogee thrust arc
- βa, elevation angle of the thrust vector during the
apogee thrust arc.
On each thrust arcs, the state of the servicing spacecraft
is propagated using an averaged analytical technique.24
The averaged analytical propagator is based on a set of
analytical formulae to propagate the perturbed Keplerian
motion over a complete revolution; the averaged orbital
elements variations are then numerically propagated. The
contribution of the J2 zonal harmonic and of small per-
turbations, like the one produced by a low-thrust engine,
are included in the analytical formulae. In this work the
atmospheric drag has been added to the considered pertur-
bations.
Drag
Zuiani et al. 2015 present an expression for the Gauss’
planetary equations in which the variation of the equinoc-
tial elements is expressed as a function of the true longi-
tude L = Ω + ω + θ, where θ is the true anomaly.24 The
perturbing accelerations are expressed in a radial trans-
verse normal reference frame. An expression for the drag
acceleration in this reference frame is sought. The magni-
tude of the acceleration acting on a spacecraft due to the
atmospheric drag perturbation is:14
aD =
1
2
ρCD
A
m
v2 [16]
where ρ is the atmospheric density, CD the drag coef-
ficient, A the area of the spacecraft in the direction of the
velocity, m the mass of the spacecraft and v its velocity.
After a series of manipulations, aD can be expressed as:
aD =
1
2
ρCD
A
m
µ
a
(
2Φ(L)
B2
− 1
)
[17]
where Φ(L) = 1 + P1 sinL + P2 cosL and B =√
1− e224 where P1 = e sin(Ω+ω) and P2 = e cos(Ω+
ω) are two equinoctial elements.14 The three components
of the acceleration can be expressed in a radial-transverse-
normal reference frame, using the previous expression for
aD, as:
24


ar =
1
2ρCD
A
m
µ
a
(
2Φ(L)
B2
− 1
)
(P2 sinL−P1 cosL)
D
aθ =
1
2ρCD
A
m
µ
a
(
2Φ(L)
B2
− 1
)
(1+P1 sinL+P2 cosL)
D
ah = 0
[18]
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Substituting this acceleration in the Gauss planetary
equations, analytical equations for the variations of the
equinoctial elements can be obtained:


a = a0 + a
2
0CD
A
m
(
e20IDrag1 + IDrag2
)
P1 = P10 +
B2
0
a0
2 CD
A
m
[sin (Ω0 + ω0) (2eIDrag4
+ 2IDrag6) + 2 cos (Ω0 + ω0) IDrag5]
P2 = P10 +
B2
0
a0
2 CD
A
m
[cos (Ω0 + ω0) (2eIDrag4
+ 2IDrag6)− 2 sin (Ω0 + ω0) IDrag5]
Q1 = Q10
Q2 = Q20
[19]
The analytical solutions in Equation V.3 can be super-
imposed to the one obtained considering J2 and the low-
thrust acceleration.24 The integrals appearing in the pre-
vious equations are hereafter reported:
IDrag1 =
∫
sin2 θ
√
1 + e2 + 2e cos θ
(1 + e cos2 θ)2
ρ(θ)dθ
IDrag2 =
∫ √
1 + e2 + 2e cos θρ(θ)dθ
IDrag4 =
∫ √
1 + e2 + 2e cos θ
(1 + e cos2 θ)2
ρ(θ)dθ
IDrag5 =
∫
sin θ
√
1 + e2 + 2e cos θ
(1 + e cos2 θ)2
ρ(θ)dθ
IDrag6 =
∫
cos θ
√
1 + e2 + 2e cos θ
(1 + e cos2 θ)2
ρ(θ)dθ
In the previous expression the density ρ is derived from
the exponential atmospheric density model.14 In order to
have analytically integrable expression, ρ is expressed as
an expansion in the altitude h with coefficient c computed
from a Chebyshev expansion:25
ρ (θ) =
N∑
j=0
cjh
j =
N∑
j=0
cj
(
p
1 + e cos θ
−R⊕
)j
[20]
V.iv Rendezvous strategy
The rendezvous of the servicing spacecraft with the tar-
get object requires the correction of all the six orbital el-
ements. For a given time of flight, ToF , the optimization
problems consists in minimizing the∆V required to real-
ize the transfer subject to the terminal constraints:
C =


aC − aT
eC − eT
iC − iT
ΩC(t0 + ToF )− ΩT (t0 + ToF )
ωC(t0 + ToF )− ωT (t0 + ToF )
θC(t0 + ToF )− θT (t0 + ToF )


= 0 [21]
where t0 is the departure time and the subscripts C and
T denote the chaser servicing spacecraft and target space-
craft, respectively.
In the following the method used to correct a, e, i, Ω
and ω will be described. The orbital phasing strategy used
to correct θ is described later.
Particular attentions has to be paid to the correction of
the right ascension of the ascending node Ω. The pre-
ferred method for adjusting it is to take advantage of the
natural rate of nodal regression and its dependence on al-
titude.13 That is, transferring the spacecraft to lower or
higher altitude changes the regression rate relative to the
initial orbit and a shift in Ω will build up with time.13
Following this approach, the total transfer, character-
ized by a time of flight ToF , is divided into different
phases. In the first one, an optimization problem is solved
in order to adjust e, i and ω, in a given time of flight
ToFe,i,ω , with the minimum propellant consumption.
The optimization problem of the first phase consist
therefore in minimizing∆Ve,i,ω subject to the constraints
Ce,i,ω = 0 where:
Ce,i,ω =

 eC − eTiC − iT
ωC(t0 + ToFe,i,ω)− ωT (t0 + ToFe,i,ω)


[22]
The second phase is realized in a time of flight
ToFa,Ω = ToF −ToFe,i,ω and its aim is to correct a and
Ω, while keeping i and e equal to the target’s ones and
constraining ω to match the final argument of the perigee
of the target orbit at time t0 + ToF . It has to be noted
that ω is not expected to change much during the transfer
because of the inclination of the selected objects, close to
the critical value of 63.43 deg. In order to achieve the final
desired a and Ω the following strategy, that takes advan-
tage of the natural nodal regression and its dependence on
altitude, is used:26
- An optimization problem is solved in order to min-
imize the ∆V required to move the spacecraft, in
a time of flight Tt1, from the initial orbit to an ap-
propriate waiting orbit of semimajor axis aw, while
constraining e to be equal to the target’s eccentricity
eT . Since this transfer is realized with in-plane thrust
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only (β = 0), no change of inclination will take place
and therefore no constraint on i is required.
- The spacecraft remains on the waiting orbit for an
appropriate time Tw,Ω.
- An optimization problem is solved in order to min-
imize the ∆V required to move the spacecraft, in
a time of flight Tt2, from the waiting orbit to the
final orbit of semimajor axis aT , while constrain-
ing e and ω to be equal to the target’s one, eT and
ωT (t0 + ToFe,i,ω + Tt1 + Tw,Ω + Tt2). Since this
transfer is realized with in-plane thrust only (β = 0),
no change of inclination will take place and therefore
no constraint on i is required. At the end of this trans-
fer the right ascension of the servicing spacecraft will
match the right ascension of the target spacecraft, ac-
cording to:
(23)ΩC(t0 + ToFe,i,ω + ToFa,Ω)
= ΩT (t0 + ToFe,i,ω + ToFa,Ω)
where ToFa,Ω corresponds to the sum of transfer
times and waiting time:
Tt1 + Tw,Ω + Tt2 = ToFa,Ω = ToF − ToFe,i,ω
[24]
The previous strategy requires therefore the computa-
tion of four parameters: Tt1, aw, Tw,Ω and Tt2. Four
equations are required to solve the problem. The first one
derives directly from the available time, Equation 24.
The second equations is derived from Edelbaum the-
ory for the required ∆V for a transfer between circular
orbits.27 This equation can be used because of the small
eccentricity of the selected objects. By denoting with
aC(e,i,ω) the semimajor axis of the chaser servicing space-
craft at the end of the first phase, the time to realize the
transfer to the waiting orbit can be computed as the ratio
between the required∆V and the spacecraft acceleration:
Tt1 =
k
√
V 2
C(e,i,ω) + V
2
w − 2VC(e,i,ω)Vw
ε
[25]
VC(e,i,ω) is the circular velocity on the orbit of radius
aC(e,i,ω) and Vw is the circular velocity on an orbit of ra-
dius aw. ε is the acceleration of the electric engine and a
coefficient k = 1.5 is used to multiply ∆V at the numer-
ator in order to allow also for the constraining of e and ω
during the transfer. Similarly:
Tt2 =
k
√
V 2T + V
2
w − 2VTVw
ε
[26]
where now VT is the velocity on a circular orbit of ra-
dius equal to the semimajor axis of the target object.
The last equation used to solve the system of four un-
knowns is the matching of Ω at the end of the transfer:
(27)
ΩT (t0) + Ω˙T (Tt1 + Tt2 + Tw,Ω)
= ΩC(t0) + Ω˙t1Tt1 + Ω˙wTw,Ω + Ω˙t2Tt2
In the previous equation Ω˙T is the drift of right ascen-
sion on the target orbit and Ω˙t1 and Ω˙t2 are the drift of
right ascension on the transfers to and from the waiting
orbit of semimajor axis aw. Ω˙ changes during these two
transfer because of the variation of semimajor axis but
it can be approximated to be constants by using a mean
semimajor axis at1 for the transfer to the waiting orbit
and a mean semimajor axis at2 for the transfer from the
waiting orbit to the final target orbit:
at1 =
aC(e,i,ω) + aw
2
[28]
at2 =
aw + aT
2
[29]
Equations 24 to 29 allow to compute Tt1, aw, Tw,Ω and
Tt2 required for the change of Ω.
Orbital Phasing
The electric propulsion system provides a limited ac-
celeration, so that each transfer is realized over multiple
revolutions. It is hence assumed that by waiting on the ini-
tial orbit, and therefore changing the initial true anomaly
at departure, θC(t0), the spacecraft would be able to ren-
dezvous with the target object.28 This is based on the hy-
pothesis that the low-thrust spiral rigidly rotates and that
therefore the difference in true anomaly between the ar-
rival point and the departure point remains constants when
the departure time is shifted in time. By denoting this dif-
ference with ∆θ, the equations required to compute the
waiting time for orbital phasing, Tw,θ are the following:
θT (t0 + ToF + Tw,θ)− θC(t0 + Tw,θ) =
θT (t0 + ToF )− θC(t0) = ∆θ [30]
(t0 + Tw,θ)− t0 =
√
a3A
µ
[2kpi + EA(t0 + Tw,θ)+
−eA sinEA(t0 + Tw,θ)− EA(t0) + eA sinEA(t0)]
[31]
(t0 + Tw,θ + ToF )− t0 =
√
a3B
µ
[2kpi+
EB(t0 + Tw,θ + ToF )− eB sinEB(t0 + Tw,θ + ToF )+
−EB(t0) + eB sinEB(t0)] [32]
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V.v Problem Transcription
For the strategy in which a deorbiting-kit is attached
to the objects to be removed, the servicing spacecraft ren-
dezvous with each object using the strategy described in
the previous Section V.4. During the optimization pro-
cess the drag perturbation is not included in the analytical
propagator because the effect of the drag is negligible at
the considered altitudes.
For the Spiral Down&Up strategy, the following trans-
fer model is assumed. Considering a situation in which
the servicing spacecraft has already realized rendezvous
and docking with one of the target object, the total trans-
fer from one object to another consists in the following
phases:
- The servicing spacecraft de-orbits the target object
by applying a constant tangential thrust, α = −pi/2,
over all its orbit, until it reaches a perigee of 300 km
altitude. Once this disposal orbit has been reached,
the servicing spacecraft disengages with the target.
- The servicing spacecraft increase its semimajor axis
by applying a constant positive tangential thrust, α =
pi/2, until it reaches the semimajor axis of the next
target object
- The servicing spacecraft rendezvous with the next
target object using the strategy described in Section
V.4
The deorbiting and orbit raising phase are computed
using the averaged analytical propagator described in Sec-
tion V.4 considering both J2 and drag perturbations.
V.vi Optimization Method
A direct method based on a single-shooting, direct col-
location method is used. The MATLAB fmincon-sqp al-
gorithm is used to solve the problem. Four nodes and lin-
ear interpolation are used to model the variation of the
control variables in the optimization of the first transfer
of the rendezvous strategy when e, i and ω are corrected.
From four to eight nodes are used for the optimization of
the transfer to and from the waiting orbit for the adjust-
ment of Ω.
V.vii Low-Thrust Transfer Surrogate Model
In order to reduce the computational burden in the pro-
cess of the identification of the optimal sequence of tar-
gets, a surrogate model of the low-thrust transfer model
is used by the Physarum algorithm to evaluate the cost to
link two nodes (Section IV). A surrogate model is a poly-
nomial approximation of the real model and metamod-
elling has been proven to be an efficient way to imitate
the behavior of computationally expensive simulations.
To generate the surrogate model, a limited set of trans-
fers are computed for a limited number of possible masses
of the spacecraft and time of flights. The data obtained
are then used to construct a surrogate model for the ∆V
required for every possible combinations of masses and
times. For this study, the Matlab Toolbox DACE (Design
and Analysis of Computer Experiment) has been used to
construct kriging based metamodels of the low-thrust op-
timal transfers. As an example, Figure 9 illustrates the
surrogate model for the transfer from object 36414 to ob-
ject 36417.
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Fig. 9: Surrogate model for the computation of ∆V for
the transfer 36414-36417
VI. MISSION DEFINITION
For this study, an electric propulsion engine providing
0.1 N of thrust and characterized by a specific impulse of
1600 s Isp is considered. The wet mass of the spacecraft
is 1000 kg.
For the De-Orbit kit strategy, 10 de-orbit kits of 100 kg
are assumed to be on board the servicing spacecraft, re-
sulting in a total initial mass of 2000 kg. A 100 kg drop is
modeled after each transfer to simulate the attachment of
the de-orbit kit to the serviced spacecraft. The propellant
mass resulting from the transfer is also subtracted from
the current mass.
For the Spiral Down-&-Up strategy, each serviced
spacecraft is assumed to have a mass of 2000 kg.
VI.i Physarum Algorithm Settings
In addition to the Physarum algorithms parameters m,
ρ,GF ,Nagents, pram, rini, kexploration and λ introduced
in Section IV, another additional quantities need to be
defined. In particular, the set of satellites to be serviced
Ss = {S1, S2, . . . , SNP }, in our case those presented in
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Table 1, the mission start epoch, tstart, the maximummis-
sion time, tmaximum mission, the lower and upper bound-
aries on the time of flight ToFmin and ToFmax for each
leg connecting two servicing tasks i and j, the servicing
time for task, tservicing and the maximum allowed change
of velocity ∆Vmax. Another important parameter is the
maximum function calls, Fevalmax, where a function call
corresponds to the evaluation of an arc.
The values of the parameters of the Physarum algo-
rithm, together with the additional problem parameters
used in this study are reported in Table 3.
Table 3: Setting parameters
m 5× 10−3
ρ 10−4
GF 5× 10−3
Nagents 40
NGeneration 40
pram 0.7
λ 0
rini 1
kexploration 2
Fevalmax 1× 105
Ss All elements in Table 1
tstart February, 22, 2018
tmaximum mission 365 days
ToFmin 1 day
ToFmax 180 days
tservicing 7 days
∆Vmax 2.0 km/s
VII. RESULTS
In this section, the results obtained considering the two
proposed ADR strategies are presented.
VII.i De-Orbit Kit Results
The sequence of transfer characterized by the lower to-
tal time of flight is reported in Table 4. Ten satellites,
identified in Table 4 by their NORAD ID, can be serviced
in less than one year. m0 is the initial mass for the transfer
andmf the mass at the end of the transfer. A 100 kg drop
in mass is realized after each transfer to account for the
attachment of the de-orbiting kit to the serviced satellite.
ToF represents the time of flight required to realize the
transfer and Tw,θ represents the waiting time on the orbit
of the departure object required to obtain the orbital phas-
ing with the arrival satellite. The total time of the mission,
considering a servicing time of 7 days for each object, is
358 days.
The variation of mass during the entire servicing time
is represented in Figure 10, along with the name of the
serviced spacecraft.
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Fig. 10: Mass variation during TSP servicing
The variation of semimajor axis, eccentricity, RAAN
and argument of perigee during the transfer from object
40339 to object 39011 is represented in Figure 11 to Fig-
ure 14.
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Fig. 11: Semimajor axis variation during transfer 40339-
39011.
VII.ii Spiral Down-&-Up Results
The sequence of transfer characterized by the lower to-
tal time of flight for the Spiral Down&UpADR is reported
in Table 5, for a total time of flight lower than 1 year. In
this Table ToF represent the time required to deorbit the
departure object, raise the orbit to the semimajor axis of
the next object and then adjust all the other orbital ele-
ments.
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Departure Arrival ∆V ToF Tw,θ m0 mf
Object Object [km/s] [days] [hours] [kg] [kg]
1 39015 40343 0.0628 30.43 2.59 1900.00 1892.40
2 40343 40340 0.1128 65.75 1.78 1792.40 1779.55
3 40340 39016 0.0595 33.14 2.54 1679.55 1673.19
4 39016 40342 0.0429 29.73 2.70 1573.19 1568.89
5 40342 40338 0.0339 42.28 2.06 1468.89 1465.72
6 40338 40339 0.0013 7.05 1.78 1365.72 1365.60
7 40339 39011 0.1116 44.55 2.43 1265.60 1256.63
8 39011 39012 0.0035 14.19 2.07 1156.63 1156.37
9 39012 39013 0.0448 28.04 2.07 1056.37 1053.34
Total - - 0.4731 294.17 20.04 - -
Table 4: Sequence of satellite for Deorbit-Kit ADR strategy.
Departure Arrival ∆V ToF Tw,θ m0 mf
Object Object [km/s] [days] [hours] [kg] [kg]
1 39244 36413 1.6307 159.91 2.09 3000.00 2506.11
2 36413 39011 0.9811 182.32 2.41 2506.11 2232.79
Total - - 2.6118 373.23 4.5 - -
Table 5: Sequence of satellite for Spiral Down& Up ADR strategy.
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Fig. 12: Eccentricity variation during transfer 40339-
39011.
The deorbit of a spacecraft from the selected altitude
region and the subsequent orbit raising to the next target
takes a considerable amount of time, making this strategy
not feasible for the removal of 5 to 10 objects per year.
These results are in agreement with Virgili,6 who found
that 5 objects per year can not be actively de-orbited by
grabbing and moving them to a given disposal orbit. Fig-
ure 15 shows the variation of perigee altitude of the ser-
vicing spacecraft (grabbing object 36413 during the deor-
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Fig. 13: RAAN variation during transfer 40339-39011.
biting phase) and the subsequent orbit raising phase. The
total time required is 180.02 days. The shorter orbit rais-
ing time is due to the fact that, when the perigee reaches
300 km, the servicing spacecraft dispose of the 2000 kg
serviced satellites. The orbit raising phase is therefore
realized with a mass of 1000 kg, instead than 3000 kg,
resulting in an increased acceleration. Figure 16 shows
the variation of RAAN of the servicing spacecraft during
the deorbit and orbit raising phases and the variation of
RAAN of the next target object, 39011. The RAAN of
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Fig. 14: Perigee argument variation during transfer
40339-39011.
the two objects at the end of the orbit raising phase is very
close, resulting in a reduced transfer time to the target ob-
ject.
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Fig. 15: Variation of the perigee altitude of the servicing
spacecraft during deorbit of object 36413 and orbit
raising to the semimajor axis of object 39011
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, two Active Debris Removal strategies
have been proposed: De-Orbit Kit and Spiral Down-&-
Up. In the Deorbit Kit strategy a servicing spacecraft,
equipped with low-thrust propulsion engine, attach a de-
orbit device to each objects to be removed; in the Spiral
Down-&-Up strategy the servicing spacecraft grab the ob-
jects and deorbit them using low-thrust propulsion.
Objects in LEO with altitude in the 800-1400 km range
have been considered. The selection of the targets has
been conducted assessing, among other factors, their crit-
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Fig. 16: Variation of Ω of the servicing spacecraft during
deorbit of object 36413 and orbit raising to the semi-
major axis of object 390111 and variation of Ω of ob-
ject 39011
icality for the space debris environment.
In order to find the optimal sequence of targets to
be serviced (with the objective of maximizing the num-
ber of de-orbited objects and minimizing the propellant
consumption), an innovative incremental planning and
scheduling optimization algorithm have been used. To re-
duce the computational burden, the planning and schedul-
ing algorithm has been used in conjunction with the a use
of a surrogate model of the low-thrust transfer model.
Results shows that the De-Orbit Kit strategy is the most
effective ADR method. Up to 10 objects per year can be
removed with this strategy, meeting the requirements of
deorbiting from five to ten objects per year in order to
remedy the space debris problem. On the contrary the
time required by the Spiral Down-&-Up strategy to re-
move one object make it an unfeasible solutions for the
removal of debris.
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